


Can you 
believe it 
is the end 
of term?

What? 
No way!



Since starting the term, we have learnt so much! We have been enjoying 
Literacy and Maths, as well as Religious Education and our Guided Inquiry unit 

‘Places and Spaces’ focusing on community. 



Some things we have enjoyed about Year Two so far...

One thing I have enjoyed about Year Two so far is 
getting to know people from the other class. - Ella

My favourite part about Year Two is that all of our 
friends are so friendly and nice. - Kyleigh 

In Year Two I like how creative we can be - Albert 

Something that I have enjoyed about Year Two so far 
is completing our Minecraft identity art piece. - Noah

I liked Crazy Hair Day! - Phoenix 



In Literacy I have enjoyed...

In Literacy I have enjoyed doing Lexia on the iPads. 
- Zane

My favourite part of Literacy is doing rotations with my 
friends. 
- Natalie 

In Literacy, I have enjoyed complete our Grammar book 
during Literacy teams. - Sonja

I have really enjoyed writing a report “All About Me” - 
Kevin



In Mathematics I have enjoyed...
In Maths I enjoyed playing 100 more and 100 less sheriff 
game. - Elizabeth. K

In Maths I enjoyed learning about 100 more. - Brady

The most exciting thing I have learnt in Maths is how to 
play ‘place value toweres’ - Cade

I like playing Snails and Ladders in Maths groups. - Kai



In Religious Education we have explored the beauty of Creation and 
how wondering and being in awe of Creation  helps us to discover 

more about God our Creator. 

We also explored the human experience of making choices and the 
ways Christians celebrate Jesus as the Son of God. 

We discussed how Jesus helped His followers to choose to do what is 
good.



In Inquiry this term we had a community expo. Some 
parents came in and talked about how their job helps the 

community. 



Thanks for your continued support… 

Dear Parents and 
Friends, we would like to 
sincerely thank you for 

all the support you have 
given us this term. We 

look forward to 
continuing this 

partnership with you 
next term.


